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Abstract—The task of image segmentation is to group
image pixels into visually meaningful objects. It has long
been a challenging problem in computer vision and image
processing. In this paper we address the segmentation as
a superpixel grouping problem. We propose a novel graph-
based segmentation framework which is able to integrate
different cues from bilayer superpixels simultaneously. The
key idea is that segmentation is formulated as grouping a
subset of superpixels that partitions a bilayer graph over
superpixels, with graph edges encoding superpixel similarity.
We first construct a bipartite graph incorporating superpixel
cue and long-range cue. Furthermore, mid-range cue is also
incorporated in a hybrid graph model. Segmentation is solved
by spectral clustering. Our approach is fully automatic, bottom-
up, and unsupervised. We evaluate our proposed framework
by comparing it to other generic segmentation approaches on
the state-of-the-art benchmark database.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Image segmentation is a fundamental low-level problem in

computer vision and image processing. It provides the basis

for high-level image understanding such as object recog-

nition, image retrieval, activity recognition,etc.. Despite a

variety of segmentation techniques have been proposed, it

remains a challenging problem due to the broad diversity

and ambiguity in an image. The task of segmentation is to

group image pixels into visually meaningful objects, which

are useful for further processing such as recognition.

In image segmentation, one has to consider a prohibitive

number of possible pixel groupings. Using prior information

about object appearance, or other scene content significantly

simplifies the problem. For instance, many segmentation

techniques are formulated as a Markov random field based

energy minimization problems. However, the correspond-

ing energy functions typically include terms that require

prior object knowledge in terms of user interaction [1] or

knowledge about object appearance. Approaches to image

segmentation in the literature include normalized cuts (Ncut)

[2], mean shift (MS) [3], graph-based method (FH) [4],

and ultrametric contour maps (UCM) [5]. In recent years

an increasingly popular way to solve image segmentation

problem uses superpixels [6]. This allows features to be

computed over a larger spatial support. In most cases, they

are used to initialize segmentation. Endres and Hoiem [7]

generated multiple proposals by varying the parameters of

a conditional random field built over a superpixel graph.

We think of segmentation as a bottom-up preprocessing step

for high-level computer vision tasks such as indexing and

recognition, providing substantial reduction in the computa-

tional complexity of these tasks. It is therefore unclear how

segmentation methods that use strong prior knowledge are

applicable for object recognition from large databases.

In this paper we address the image segmentation as a

superpixel grouping problem, based on the observation that

object boundaries are often reasonably well approximated

by superpixel boundaries. We propose a novel graph-based

segmentation framework which is able to integrate cues from

bilayer superpixels simultaneously. Our approach is fully

automatic, bottom-up, and unsupervised. The key idea is

that segmentation is formulated as grouping a subset of

superpixels that partitions a bilayer graph over superpixels,

with graph edges encoding superpixel similarity. We first

construct a bipartite graph incorporating superpixel cue

and long-range cue (neighboring superpixels in two layer).

Segmentation is solved by spectral clustering. Furthermore,

mid-range cue (neighboring superpixels within one layer) is

also incorporated in a hybrid graph model. Given an image,

we first compute two layer superpixel segmentation of the

image. Based on two superpixel images, segmentation is

performed as a superpixel grouping problem.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we propose a novel graph-based seg-

mentation framework which is able to integrate different

cues from bilayer superpixels simultaneously. We formulate

segmentation as a superpixel grouping problem, based on the

observation that object boundaries are often reasonably well

approximated by superpixel boundaries. A bipartite graph

is constructed to incorporate superpixel cue and long-range

cue. Segmentation is then solved using spectral clustering.

Furthermore, we propose a hybrid graph model that incor-

porates superpixel cue, mid-range cue, and long-range cue.

A. Bipartite graph construction

We construct a bipartite graph over two layer superpix-

els of one image I , as shown in Fig. 1. Superpixels are
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generated by some unsupervised segmentation algorithms,

such as NCut [2], UCM [5], SLIC [6], etc.. Formally, let

Figure 1. The proposed bipartite graph model of segmentations of an
image. A black dot denotes a pixel while a red square denotes a superpixel.

Gb = (U, V,EUV ) be a bipartite graph with node set

U ∪V corresponding to two layers of superpixels and EUV

corresponding to graph edges between two layers, where

U = {ui}ni=1 and V = {vj}mj=1. Given the above bipartite

graph Gb = (U, V,EUV ), the task is to partition it into k
groups. We further define an edge weight wij to encode

the similarity between two superpixels ui and vj in two

layers that are connected by an edge. The weight matrix

W = (wij)n×m is constructed as follows, which could also

be seen as an across-affinity matrix between U and V ,

wij =

⎧⎨
⎩

α if |ui ∩ vj | = min(|ui| , |vj |)
e−βdij if ui ∼ vj
0 otherwise

(1)

where |ui ∩ vj | is the number of pixels in the intersection

between superpixels ui, vj , dij denotes the distance 1 be-

tween the features of superpixels ui and vj , ∼ denotes

a certain neighborhood between superpixels 2, and α, β
are free parameters controlling the balance between the

superpixel cue and the long-range cue, respectively. By this

construction, two neighboring superpixels are more likely to

be grouped together if they are closer in feature space.
In [8], the easiness and difficulty of describing one su-

perpixel ui is evaluated by its description length in terms of

1 For example, if color space is used as the feature space, and a superpixel
ui (vj ) is represented by the average color ci (cj ) of the pixels within it,
then dij = ‖ci − cj‖2.

2 For example, ui ∼ vj , if ui is spatially adjacent to vj or most similar
to vj in terms of (average) color. This neighborhood relationship is adopted
in this paper.

visual codewords. Inspired by [8], we define the distance as

the Kullback-Leibler divergence between two superpixels ui

and vj . Specifically, given a dictionary of visual codewords,

and the histogram of occurrence of the codewords in ui, we

define

dij = − logKL(ui, vj) (2)

where KL denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence. Below,

we explain how to extract the dictionary of codewords.

First, SIFT descriptors [9] are extracted for each pixel of

the superpixel at a fixed scale and orientation, using the

fast SIFT framework in [10]. The pixel descriptors are then

clustered using K-means (with K = 100). All pixels grouped

within one cluster are labeled with a unique codeword id of

that cluster. Then, the histogram of their occurrence in every

superpixel is estimated.

B. Superpixel spectral clustering

To make spectral clustering method applicable to our

problem, we can simply denote an expanded similarity

matrix

S =

[
O W
WT O

]
(3)

where W is the across-affinity matrix of the bipartite graph

Gb. Note that this similarity matrix is sparse and symmetric.

We denote by

L = In+m −H−1/2SH−1/2 (4)

the Laplacian matrix, where In+m is identity matrix and

H the diagonal matrix composed of the row sums of S
[2]. It can be easily shown that for any S with nonnegative

elements, the Laplacian matrix is symmetric positive semi-

definite. Spectral clustering captures essential cluster struc-

ture of a graph using the spectrum of graph Laplacian matrix.

Mathematically, it solves the generalized eigen-problem [2]:

Lν = γHν (5)

where γ and ν are corresponding eigen-values and eigen-

vectors. The first k generalized eigenvectors r1, · · · , rk
of the generalized eigen-problem Eq. (5) are computed

by Lanczos method [11], where k is the cluster number.

Let R ∈ �(n+m)×k be the matrix containing the vectors

r1, · · · , rk as columns. The n +m rows of R can thus be

easily clustered by k-means [12] or certain discretization

technique [13].

C. Hybrid graph model

In the above graph construction, our graph model in-

corporates both long-range grouping cues by bilayer graph

construction and short-range superpixel cues by superpixel

representation. In addition, mid-range smoothing cues could

naturally be incorporated in this graph model, which we

call hybrid graph model. let G = (U, V,EUV , EU , EV ) be

a expanded general graph from the bipartite graph Gb with
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EU corresponding to graph edges within one layer of U and

EV corresponding to graph edges within the layer of V , as

shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. The proposed hybrid graph model of segmentations. A black
dot denotes a pixel while a red square denotes a superpixel.

We define an edge weight pii′ (qjj′ ) to encode the

similarity between two spatially adjacent superpixels ui (vj)

and ui′ (vj′ ) that are connected by an edge as follows

pii′ = TD(ui, ui′) (6)

where TD(ui, ui′) = ‖ti − ti′‖1. ti is the histogram of

texton occurrence of superpixel ui. The weight matrix for

the layer of U is P = (pii′)n×n. In the same way, the

weight matrix for the layer of V is Q = (qjj′)m×m. The

histogram of texton occurrence is computed as follows. We

first convert I to grayscale and convolves it with the set

of 17 Gaussian derivative and center-surround filters [5],

as shown in Fig. 3. We use 8 oriented even- and odd-

symmetric Gaussian derivative filters and a center-surround

(difference of Gaussians) filter. Each pixel is associated with

a 17-d vector of responses, containing one entry for each

filter. These vectors are then clustered using K-means (with

K = 64). The cluster centers define a set of image-specific

textons and each pixel is assigned the integer id of the closest

cluster center. Then, the histogram of their occurrence (ti)
in every superpixel (ui) is estimated.

Figure 3. Filters for creating textons [5].

Based on the across-affinity matrix W , and similarity

matrices P and Q, we can denote an expanded similarity

matrix

S̃ =

[
P W
WT Q

]
(7)

Then image segmentation using this hybrid graph model

can be solved in a similar manner by spectral clustering

in Sec. II-B. Simply replace S by S̃ in Eq. (4) to compute

the Laplacian matrix. The overall superpixel segmentation

algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Image segmentation by bilayer superpixel

grouping

Input: Image I , k: number of clusters

1. Partition I into superpixels U and V by segmentation

algorithm

2. Construct the graph G = (U, V,EUV , EU , EV )
3. Compute across-affinity matrix W based on Eq. (1)

4. Compute affinity matrix P (Q) based on Eq. (6)

5. Build similarity matrix S̃ according to Eq. (7)

6. Compute the Laplacian matrix L
7. Compute the first k generalized eigenvectors r1, · · · , rk
of Eq. (5)

8. Let R ∈ �(n+m)×k be the matrix containing the vectors

r1, · · · , rk as columns, use k-means algorithm to cluster

(n+m) rows of R into k groups

Output: k clusters

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We evaluate the proposed image segmentation algorithm

on some images from Berkeley Segmentation Data Set

(BSDS), and compare it with state-of-the-art methods.

Implementation details Our framework builds a graph

on superpixel nodes, which are generated by SLIC [6],

though other choices are also possible. The main reason

of choosing SLIC is that it is currently state-of-the-art

superpixel segmentation algorithm and practically efficient.

The SLIC parameters are the region size and the regularizer.

For our experiments, we set region size proportional to the

image size to make around 200 and 100 superpixels for

two layers for every image. The regularizer is set as 0.15

for all the images. The parameters in the bipartite graph

construction are set as follows α = 0.9, and β = 0.35. The

number of clustering k is set to 6 for all the experiments.

Results Fig. 4 shows the segmentation results for an

example image. The red boundary overlays with the super-

pixel segmentation image for visualization. By comparing

with mean shift, normalized cut and UCM segmentation

methods, our proposed bipartite and hybrid segmentation

methods produce more reasonable results with respect to

object boundaries and small objects.

Some more segmentation examples of BSDS images can

be visualized in Fig. 5. The top 4 rows are perceptually
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Figure 4. Segmentation example of lion image. Top row (from left to right): original image, mean shift [3] segmentation result, normalized cut [2] result
with 6 region partition, normalized cut result with 30 region partition, and UCM [5] result; Bottom row: flat clustering result with local neighborhood
information, bipartite segmentation result (bottom layer), bipartite segmentation result (top layer), hybrid segmentation result (bottom layer), and hybrid
segmentation result (top layer).

satisfactory results, and the bottom 2 rows show the typical

failure cases. We report the results from the flat clustering

with only local neighborhood information, bipartite seg-

mentation results, and hybrid segmentation results. These

results demonstrate the high performance of our methods

on this dataset. Note that it is usually difficult for many

segmentation algorithms, even the ones incorporating high-

level shape priors, to segment highly textured objects from

textured background. Our methods provides perceptually

satisfactory results in the bear and lion images. For the

typical failure cases, these images usually contain complex

object appearance and texture background.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented a novel graph-based framework for

image segmentation, which is formulated as grouping a

subset of superpixels that partitions a bilayer graph over

superpixels, with graph edges encoding superpixel similarity.

A bipartite graph is constructed to incorporate superpixel

cue and long-range cue. Segmentation is then solved using

spectral clustering. Furthermore, we propose a hybrid graph

model that incorporates superpixel cue, mid-range cue, and

long-range cue. The scheme is fully automatic, bottom-up,

and unsupervised. The experiments demonstrate the high

performance of our approach on the challenging dataset.

Future work should study the incorporation of high-level

cues.
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Figure 5. Segmentation example of BSDS images. Top 4 rows (from left to right): original image, flat clustering result with local neighborhood information,
bipartite segmentation result, and hybrid segmentation result (the red boundary overlays with the superpixel segmentation image for visualization). Bottom
2 rows: typical failure cases.
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